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TOP: Cindy Ratliff, Beth Huettemon, ABOVE: Stephen Scheff, RIGHT: Ivars Berg
ABOVE: Steve Jackson, Steve O’Brien, Ken Lamper, Brent Smith, RIGHT: Bob Dewey

ABOVE LEFT: Janet Pogue,
ABOVE: Jean Perry,
LEFT: Lorraine and Tom Gravelyn
TOP: Priscilla Worland, BOTTOM: Patricia Schau

TOP LEFT: Russell Hammar, TOP RIGHT: Jane Taylor, BOTTOM: Heidi Gregori, Kathy Baumgartner
RIGHT: Greg Damalski, Bob Nelson, Randy Baldwin, Dan Clark, Sue Dobrich, BELOW: Doug Donoho

TOP: Dion Brewarker, Jill Heovenrich, LEFT: Andrew Fischer, Paul Robins, ABOVE: Susan Hunter
ABOVE: Teri Kay Kanyha, TOP RIGHT: Laura Sutton, RIGHT: Nancy Klein, Chris Chiouine

ABOVE LEFT: Melissa Gilchrist, ABOVE: Kathleen Roche, LEFT: Helen Etkin
ABOVE: Kathleen Reish, ABOVE RIGHT: Kyle Ross, RIGHT: Dennis Debol

LEFT: Renne Osinski, Cindy Schuler, Mika McNamara, Laurie Wechter, BELOW: Yoko Kikuchi
ABOVE: Valerie Prescott, TOP RIGHT: Diane Kendall, BOTTOM RIGHT: Anne Hilton
LEFT: Wendy Hughes, BOTTOM LEFT: Tina Kelm, BELOW: Greg Tushar
TOP, Trent Foley, Jim Burkett, ABOVE: Leslie Droke, RIGHT: John Capaccio

TOP LEFT: Lisa Pielmeier, ABOVE: Jim Whelpton, LEFT: Bob Sollis
ABOVE: Viviane Tacchi, Melissa Benson, TOP
RIGHT: Holly Harris, RIGHT: Gordon Skinner, Sue Getz

TOP: Kevin Riordan, LEFT: Sue Steward, ABOVE: Marty Telbott
ABOVE: Duane Garner, TOP RIGHT: Jo Capeland, Ricky Moore, RIGHT: Bob Sinsheimer, Wendy Schorr

LEFT: Pat Dykhause, BELOW: Ruben Billings
SUMMER FESTIVAL PLAYHOUSE

"Hamlet"

THE LITTLE FOXES

OPPOSITE — UPPER LEFT: Ken Hill, Sarmita Kojoks, UPPER RIGHT: Judy Comeau, BOTTOM: Kieran Beer, Sarmita Kojoks, Duane Utech,
UPPER: Sue McDaniel, BOTTOM: Duane Utech, John O'Brien.
MONTE CARLO NIGHT

RIGHT: Cynthia Schaefer, BELOW: Kurt Kaufman, BELOW RIGHT: Annette Zobrowski, James Clayton

TOP LEFT: Peter Raukemo, Geoffrey Hohol, Lisa Peterson, ABOVE: Suzanne Farley
KENTUCKY DERBY BALL

RIGHT: Howard Von Houten, MIDDLE: Sue Dabrich, Judy Brown, Jeanny House, BELOW: Connie Allen, Jim Burkett, Janet Welland

ABOVE: Jim Whelpton, Lindsay Goll, LEFT: Sheri Panscher, George Case
TOP RIGHT: Laura Burr, Tom Chido, Kay Haedick, RIGHT: Mary Wilczak, John Luppino, Karen Rubner, Barb Brundage
"I've had more fun at the opening of an umbrella."
Ann Mayo

TOP: Lisa Peterson, BOTTOM LEFT: Heather Gilchrist, Chris DeRose,
BOTTOM RIGHT: Kevin Kleinsmith, Dan Clark
LEFT: George and Lenore Romney, RIGHT: David Markham, OPPOSITE — TOP: Linus Pauling, BOTTOM: David Broder
LEFT: David Thelbauch, BELOW: Lynn Aldrich, Connie Allen, Nancy Allen, Marilyn Allmon

TOP LEFT: Steven Walt, Janet Wieland, Jim Wilczak, TOP RIGHT: Howard VanHouten, Sally Urrong, Steve Unger, BOTTOM: Victoria Gilkeson
SOCCER TEAM: TOP: Jack Lambert, BOTTOM LEFT: Eric Norbury, Ralph Pearce, Chris Pyne, Dan Podalis, Bob O'Brien, BOTTOM RIGHT: Bruce Cornwall, Don Podalis

TOP: Chris Pyne, Dave Curren, BOTTOM: Peter Roukema, Harlan Smith
FOOTBALL: Eric Newman

TOP: Kevin Moody, ABOVE: Tim Brenner
TOP LEFT: Kris Lehker, TOP RIGHT: Christy Bishop, BOTTOM: Jill Halvershall

WOMEN’S FIELD HOCKEY: TOP LEFT: Abigail Chou, TOP RIGHT: Christy Bishop, Abigail Chou, BOTTOM: Lisa Colby, Marty Tolbert, Nancy Winkley, Sarah Forsythe, Kris Lehker
ABOVE: Don Slattery

MEN'S SWIMMING:
Rick Kursik, Norman Licht
WOMEN'S and MEN'S BASKETBALL

WOMEN'S SWIMMING:
LEFT: Lynne Williams, Heather Gilchrist
MEN'S TENNIS:
BETWEEN: Jim Hosner, RIGHT: Rick Moore, BOTTOM LEFT: Harlon Smith

MEN'S TENNIS:
TOP LEFT: Chris Bussert, TOP RIGHT: Alex Dolynple, BOTTOM: Mike Thomson
WOMEN'S TENNIS: ABOVE LEFT: Merrill Smith, ABOVE: Tish Loveless, LEFT: Sue Fitzgerald
Andrew Fischer

ABOVE LEFT: Claudine Levasseur, Stuart Bradley, ABOVE: Hugh Broder
Mike Slacum, Pat Cronin

LEFT: Valerie Vogel, BELOW: Teresa Shoemaker
Energy has many faces. But none can compare with the face of human energy. It has been the source of our great advances in medicine, agriculture and chemicals. Against all machines and all materials, nothing is so priceless. Or so measureless.

In the past 200 years, the world's resources have been significantly depleted. Yet human energy has hardly been tapped. And it will be this human energy which will bring us into the future through efficient use of what we have. And have yet to discover.

The Upjohn Company is dedicated to the potential of human energy; ever mindful that energy is wasted if it does not benefit all of society.
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
DRAMA CENTER OF
SOUTHWESTERN
MICHIGAN

Home of the
Nationally Acclaimed
Kalamazoo Civic Players
Compliments of

CHECKER MOTORS CORPORATION

Your One Stop Source for All Your
• Text Books
• Trade Books
• Reference Books
• Calculators
• Supplies
• Soft Goods
• Sundries
• Gifts
• Miscellaneous
• Frisbees

KALAMAZOO COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

Hicks Center
Michigan's Most Unique Restaurant

THE SPAGHETTI FACTORY

- Live Band Nightly (Ex. Sunday)
- Flaming Hog Nite® — Thursday
- Pitchers N' Pizza — Monday
- Pitchers of Mixed Drinks — Friday and Saturday
LEFT: Elizabeth Milne, BELOW: Tom Chida, Stuart Keith, Ken Rychwalski